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Abstract: At present, several approaches for
compact"! high-field tokamak ignition experiments are
being considered. A comprehensive method for analyzing
the potential physics operating regimes and plasma
performance characteristics of such ignition
experiments vith O-D (analytic) and 1-1/2-D (VHIST)
transport models is presented. The results from both
calculations are in agreement and show that there are
regimes in parameter space in which a class of snail
(Ro - 1-2 m), high-field (BQ - 8-13 T) tokamaks with
aB^/q* - 25 ± 5 and K - b/a - 1.6-2.0 appears ignitable
for a reasonable range of transport assumptions,
Considering both the density and beta limits, an
evaluation of the performance is presented for various
forms of Xg and Xj, including degradation at high power
and sawtooth activity. The prospects of ohmic ignition
are also examined.

1. Introduction

The physics of ignition is one of the key areas
that remain to be addressed by the magnetic fusion
research program. It is expected that the next phase
of this program will involve a compact (Ro - 1-2 m),
high-field (Bo - 8-13 T) tokamak with the goal of
providing an ignited plasma for pulses of several
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burning plasmas.1 In this paper, ve present a
comprehensive method for analyzing the potential
physics operating regimes and plasma performance
characteristics of such ignition experiments using both
the global analytic model2 and the POPCON (Plasma
OPeration CONtour) analysis of the 1-1/2-D WHIST
transport code.3 Details of both models are described
elsewhere2'3 and briefly summarized here.

First, the global model is used to establish Che
physics requirements and cptions for ignited plasmas.
For a given set of physics assumptions (Xg and X^ or
TE' Pcrit' "max' V e t c >>' steady-state plasma
performance contours are generated for analysis of a
particular device or a class of devices with equivalent
performance. These contour plots are used to show the
relationship betveen driven and ignited operation; the
prospect of achieving ignition with ohmic heating
alone; the optimal path to ignition; and the
sensitivity to variations in confinement models (X's or
T's), mild plasma shaping (K * b/a), and sawtooth
activity [modeled through the on-axis safety factor
q(0) in global analysis].

The 1-1/2-D VHIST transport code is then used to
obtain POPCON plots for a few selected reference
ignition experiments and to model/examine the physics
issues critical to attainment of ignition (such as
alpha particle physics, sawtooth oscillations, and
confinement degradation with heating power). Plasma
performance contours (POPCONs) obtained from the global
and the 1-1/2-D models are found to be in reasonable
agreement, shoving similar features and trends as well
as comparable magnitudes. The VHIST results,
especially those vith dynamic startup simulations and
sawtooth modeling (in which poloidal magnetic energy is
converted into kinetic energy during a savtooth crash),
are slightly more favorable, signifying the importance
of profile evolution and nonlinear, spatially localized
physical processes.
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In the analysis presented here, an attempt has
been made to cover the range of possibilities for the
confinement scalings (optimistic, ohmic-like scaling to
pessimistic, L-aode-like scaling), thus bracketing the
options for ignition experiments. Results obtained may
provide a useful guidance for future design
improvements and/or selections.

In all expressions, unless othervise stated, the
average values for density (<n>), density-averaged
temperature (<T> » <nT>/<n>), etc., are used (without
the angle brackets). The units are mks, vith T in keV,
current I in MA, and pover in MV. When designated,
nJ() - n/10'°m"

3 and T10 - T/10 keV.

2. Models

In recent years, 1-1/2-D (1-D transport coupled
vith 2-D MHD equilibrium), time-dependent transport
simulations and FOFCON analysis vith the VHIST code
have been routinely used to evaluate the performance of
various fusion reactors and/or experiments.1 An
analytic model2 has recently been developed that
complements the full 1-1/2-D code calculation and
expands its FOPCON capability in some areas: it allovs
not only rapid assessment of the ignition requirements
and plasma operating regimes of a particular device,
but also formulation of nearly universal POPCON plots
for classes of devices vith equivalent performance.

To obtain the global pover balance equations, the
flux-surface-averaged particle and energy balance
equations of the 1-1/2-D model are volume-averaged over
model plasma profiles, which are determined from the
principle of profile consistency.4 The global model
ignores the edge region and is not suitable (by
definition) for predicting the savtooth activity, other
than simply parameterizing it in terms of the on-axis
safety factor q(0) < 1 and rs, the radius of the q • 1
surface. Experimental observations* '* from ohmic and
auxiliary heated plasmas, however, appear to indicate
that the central sawtooth region plays a minor role in
the overall energy balance and that natural profiles
exist for T.(r) and q(r), associated with the safety
factor at the edge q*(a), vhere q* is the equivalent
cylindrical safety factor. Thus, consideration of
consistent profiles with q(0) as a parameter should
provide reasonab! global plasma performance
predictions. Although good confinement characteristics
of the savtooth region do not appear to play a role in
the overall energy balance, its behavior is of great
importance for the compact ignition experiments in
which ignition may well be possible in the central
region during a savtooth rise. Details of these
characteristics are discussed in Ref. 7.

Other features included in the global model are:2

neoclassical enhancement of resistivity (Yf>rO; various
forms of ion (Xj) and electron (Xg) thermal diffusiv-
ities or global energy confinement times (Tg);
fast-alpha contribution to total pressure; fuel, alpha,
and Impurities (Zeff); and various constraints imposed
by equilibrium, stability, and confinement (q^, 0 c r{ C,
"max' * t c - ) > Some of these constraints are described
belov.

The density is limited by the Murakami limit,'
taken as _^Ml

"e:o "mu V<>*Ro
The maximum volume-averaged beta is li
Troyon limit,9 taken as
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0 O c r i t » 3 x 10-' I/aB0 , (2)

where (S - Be + ^ + (J£a - (1 + Yfa)(Pe + Pi), with Yf,.

the ratio of the fast-alpha pressure to the plasma
thermal pressure (typically YJ,, - 5-25X for T - 6-16
keV). The relationship between plasma current I,
magnetic field BQ, true MHD safety factor q̂ ,, and

plasma shape (K, S < 0.4, e

5aB^

a/RQ) is

5 a 2 Bo ri + K»(l + 2S2)

J (3)

where q+ - f(e)q* vith f(e) = (1.22 - 0.68e)/(l - e*>
2.

Transport assumptions include neoclassical
(Chang-Hinton10) Ibises for all thermal ion species (of
common temperatu. • Tj), Xj « fix^CH' v^ t n ^ix " *~3*
The scaling lavs for Xg or x^f (or Tg) are empirical

and numerous. In an attempt to cover the range of
possibilities and to bracket the answers, w« choose two
examples6'11 that represent ohmic (fE0H) and auxiliary
(Tgaux) scalings, respectively.

1. Neo-Alcator scaling (Tg or Tg e):

T N A - 0.07n

2. Kaye-Goldston scaling (L- and H-raode):

(0.3aJ/TEKG)[2K
3/(l + K2)]g(r) (5)

where g(r) • [1 + 4(r/a)2]/2 is the radial shape factor
in the WHIST code [g(r) - 1 in global calculations],
Aj • ion atomic mass number (which is added to the
original scaling to include the isotope effect on
confinement, as seen b> various experiments), and
P - heating (ohmic + alpha + auxiliary - radiation)
power - <nT/TE>. Typically, Tg(H-mode) « 2tE(L-mode).

In the 1-1/2-0 calculations, X, = 0.8(,fyA or %;)>

Xj > 0.2X, + £ix^CH' a n d t h e particle diffusion

coefficient is taken as D - 0.2^.

The first example (neo-Alcator scaling) has been
chosen because of its wide use in low-density ohmic
plasmas. However, in high-density ohmic plasmas, T E

does not scale linearly with density, shoving scaling
characteristics similar to those observed in L-raode
(poor confinement) auxiliary heated plasmas. In
general, a typical L-mode scaling has the form

Eq. (5) is one example of this type.
ohmic/auxiliary scaling is defined as 1 2' 1 3

(Ti0H Eaux

(6)

A generalized

(7)

and fits data from ohmic and auxiliary heated plasmas.
He note that, while we use these "empirical"

scalings to establish ignition conditions and determine
range of expected plasma performance characteristics of
a given device and/or class of devices, the results
presented should be viewed as relative trends, because
the confinement properties of burning plasmas may or
may not obey the empirical scaling laws selected.
Nonetheless, the analyses presented here satisfy the
need to compare relative merits and potentials of
devices with different parameters and to identify those

operating regimes and/or classes of devices with
similar (different) characteristics.

The global power balance equation, combined for
electrons and ions, written in symbolic form, is

F " £ - - con - Pr a d * • P0H paux <8>

where V is the total plisma energy density and the
terms on the right side represent the power loss due to

( ) h b
g

transport processes (Pc
p

the brems-

strahlung radiation (p
ra(j), the alpha power (Pa), the

ohaic power ( P Q H ) . and the auxiliary power (Paux)>

Detailed explicit expressions are given in Ref. 2; a
simplified form is given in the appendix.

Because of the high density and relatively low
ignition temperatures of the compact ignition
experiments, the thermalization term (Qej) is very
strong and Tg = T^. This permits a single-fluid
treatment and makes analyses using a global xE more
reliable because over the entire range fnT •

niTi''neTe " ni / ne' w n* c n *s nearly constant. In low-
density experiments, the separation between electron
and ion confinement is more critical because decoupling
may occur and "hot ion mode" behavior may result if
TEi > > TEe" I n those cases fnT may increase strongly
with temperature, requiring two-fluid treatment.

A typical set of steady-state plasma parameter
curves in density/temperature space is shown in Fig. 1.
Shown are ohmic (OH) equilibrium and ignition contours
(Paux m 0), the thermal runaway contour (3Pau]c/3T » 0),

and the limits imposed by the Murakami density limit

and the Troyon beta limit. The heating window

'Paux > 0> (4T>h * TIGN " T 0 H 1 a n d operating window

[(aT)op; (An) — dotted region] are indicated. The

optimal path to ignition is where (AT)h (and Paux) is

minimum (narrowest heating window). If (AT)n - 0,
ohaic ignition is accessible. If, on the other hand,
(AT) o p [or (6n)op] « 0, the beta limit (or density

limit) is reached before ignition is achieved. For
ignition experiments, the existence of a large (AT) o p

[and (An)0_] is important because it permits separation
of physics of ignition and burning plasma properties
from those associated with beta and density limits.
The size of this operating window is a measure of the
ignition margin Mj, which is defined as

Pcon> (9)

Mj • 1 gives the ignition condition, which corresponds
to a "point" operating vindov where all three curves
(ignition contour and beta and density limits) meet.
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Fig. 1. Typical plasma parameter operating space.



3. Generalized Contour Analysis of Ignition Conditions

The global pover balance equation [Eq. (A-5)J,
subject to a given set of physics models and
constraints, could be used to determine the options for
an ignition experiment. Classes of devices with
equivalent performance could also be identified if the
problem can be formulated -in terms of a small number of
parameters. For the range of confinement scalings
considered (Xt - XcH and Xg - X ^ - X ^

 or TE " ^ H A ' W '
such a formulation is shown to be possible in terms of
the Murakami density limit (n ,/nmu>-
(T), and aB!/qA, the "figure-of-nerit"

temperature
parameter.

Similar parameterization (in terms of these or any
other similar quantities) is also possible for other
confinement sealings.

The confinement scalings selected here cover the
range of possibilities ("optimistic" ohmic scaling,
such as neo-Alcator, and "pessimistic" L-mode auxiliary
scaling, such as Kaye-Goldston), thus providing useful
guidance (lower and upper bounds) on the options for
ignition devices. Eventual selection of one of these
options as an "optimum" depends on other criteria and
constraints imposed by engineering, technology, and
cost considerations. Additional physics considera-
tions, such as startup, flattop time, and volt-second
requirements (as discussed in Re£. 7), could also
influence the selection process.

For high-field, compact ignition experiments, a
typical parameter range considered is R. - 1-2 m,
B - 8-13 T, A - 3 + 0.5, q,,, - 2.6 (q* - 2), and Z e £ f -
1.5. For a "standard" tdkamak, K - 1.6-1.7 and
6 - 0-0.2. Increased elongation (K - 2) could,
however, improve both the beta limit (|3 - I/aB.) and
TKG l * '•

First we consider neo-Alcator-like ohmic scaling
(T - naR2q*) because of its wide use in various fusion
reactor design studies and in initial compact ignition
design studies.14"16 Scaling of this kind ( T - n)
describes only low-density ohmic plasmas. At high
densities, a partial (T - nx, x < 1) or complete
(x - n°) saturation occurs, though it may be possible
to extend the density range where T - n with pellet
fueling. The use of auxiliary heating further degrades
the confinement. The results obtained with the
neo-Alcator scaling should therefore provide the
optimistic limit.

Taking Xg - £exXfjA and X} - t^XcR
and f|x - 1-3, the ignition condition is

-aeTI0 - <ai • aB)m^|/= + .j^Tf, • a 0 H T ^ " - 0 ,(10)

where aB, aa, and a 0 H are given in Eq. (A-7), and

ae a 3.43fex/(aBj,/q+) , (lla)

ai B 0.7fix(Ee£f/1.5)(1.6/Kr)
2/(aBo/qA) . (lib)

In Eq. (lib) we assumed A - 3 t 0.5 and q̂ , - 2.6.
Equation (10) can be solved analytically

[m » f(T)] for a given value of aBQ/q*, and the
solution is nearly independent of any other parameter
for the range of standard tokamak parameters given
earlier. In Fi[[. 2, ignition (OH equilibrium) contours
for various values of aBo/q* are plotted in
(m - <n>/nmu, <T>) space for fftx « 1, fjx > 1 and 3,
and q(0) - 0.8 and 1.0. The 0 - 0 c rj t contours are
superimposed (note that vithin the parameter range of
interest, aB a ~ 4.5-5.0).

a The contribution from fast
alphas is included in the total pressure.3 For a given
^ 0 h d i d h
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Fig. 2. Steady-state ignition (OH equilibrium)
contours for ohmic-like scalings for various values of
aB^/q*. 0 » Pcrit contours (including fast-a pressure)
are superimposed. [Confinement model, q(0), and
selected geometry are indicated.] For m < 1, ohmic
ignition is possible if (a) aB*/q* > 52,
(b) aB0/q* > 37, and (c) aBQ/q* > 55.

ignition, and (iv) the effect of assumption of
q(0) - 1.0 or 0.8. tfe note that vhen electron losses
are doubled, fe]C > 2.0, the devices with aB^/q* < 20
reach their density and beta limits before they achieve
ignition.

Increased plasaa elongation (K - 2) does not alter
the ignition contours much (<102), but it does improve
the beta limit (~30Z) through an increase in plasma
current for a given q^ (q*), thus enlarging the
operating window (and increasing the ignition margin).
A simple picture of this effect can be seen by a nearly
parallel slide of 0 « Scrit contours in Fig. 2 (by
about 25-30%) to higher temperatures, though the
fast-alpha contribution to beta alters this simple
picture somewhat.

3.2 Ohmic + Auxiliary Scaling

Next we consider the more pessinistic predictions
of a Kaye-Goldston-like L-(H-)mode scaling ( T - P"a

with a - 1/3-1/2; P and PQH ?ve included in P, in

the designated curves. The addition to P, A generalized font! of
following information can readily be obtained from
Fig. 2: (i) relative size of heating and operating
windows (and their variation with aB*/q*), (ii) the
optimal path to ignition, (iii) requirements for ohmic

ohmic/auxiliary scaling is given by Eq. (7). Taking

^EOH " TNA and TEaux " ^ G ^ K G ' where fKG • * <*> &>r
L-(H-)mode, the ignition requirement is



-^faoz + ^-^iry »2Tfo
(12)

where

aEOH " £nT>ae

50 r a 1 * I K°-7 (

(an2 /— \1 • 5 ^/•/O \0 *6 5 J î̂ r" 1

For a typical range of parameters, the term in square
brackets in Eq. (13) is nearly constant and is roughly
5.5 ± 0.3 for A R0/a - 2.8 ± 0.2 (for A - 3 ± 0.5, it
has a value of - 5.8 ± 0.7). Thus the dependence of
aKG on tne terms in brackets can be neglected. There
is a strong dependence on plasma shape.

To illustrate the effect of plasma shaping, ve
consider three geometries with increasing elongation:

I. K - 1.6-1.7, S - 0.3-0.1,
II. ic - 1.9-2.1, & - 0.2-0.0,

III. K - 2.3-2.5, & - 0.2-0.0.

In all cases A - 2.8 t 0.2 and q. - 2.6 (q* - 2). Note
that, for a given aB^/q*, the plasma current is higher
by about a factor 1.3 and (1.3)3 in geometries II and
III, respectively, than in geometry I.

The following observations can be readily obtained
from Eq. (12). For a given aB*/q*, the ignition
contour of (1) I (H-mode, ivr » 2) is about the same as
II (L-mode, fKG .< 1), anil (2) I ("super" H-mode,
fRG - 4) is about the same as II (H-mode), which is
about the same as III (L-moJe). The beta limits,
however, are larger in III tha.i in IX and larger in II
than in I by an amount proportional to their current
ratios.

Figure 3 summarizes these observations. Shown are
ignition contours for various values of aB^/q* for the
geometries (I, II, III) considered. Corresponding beta
contours are also superimposed. An L-mode scaling
places very stringent requirements on a standard
tokamak (geometry I); devices with aB^/q* < 27 reach
their beta and density limit before ignition is
achieved (Fig. 3a). The possibility of an H-mode
and/or some increased elongation (Fig. 3b) relieves
some of this problem (now ignition appears to be
possible for ?.3Q/q* > 20). Still further increase in
elongation (geometry III) reduces this limit to about
15. Ve note that these findings [that whether the
plasma shaping (large K) really helps to improve
confinement (as well as beta limit)] are subject to
experimental verification. This is because the
experimental data from which these scalings are deduced
are typically limited to a range at which K < 1.6.

Comparison of Figs. 2 and 3 indicates the effect
of confinement degradation vith total heating
(ohmic • alpha + auxiliary) power. Although the effi-.t
is uniform, the impact on devices with aB*j/q* < 30 foi.
a standard tokamak (geometry I) and < 20 for an
elongated tokamak (geometry II) is more pronounced.

3.3 Margin for Ignition

The ignition margin is defined by Eq. (9). The maximum
margin for ignition within the plasma operating vinciow
is obtained where n « n B U (m . 1), and & • &crit if the
confinement scaling is of the form T ~ n*Tv, with x > y
and <ov> - T2. Figure 4 shows the maximum attainable
ignition margin vs aB*,/q* for the range of confinement
scalings and tokamak geometries considered earlier.

4. Plasma Performance Analysis: 0-D and 1-1/2-D

The performance of representative high-field,
compact ignition devices1*"16 is examined using both
the global equations and the 1-1/2-D WHIST code.
Representative machine parameters under consideration
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Fig. 3. Steady-state ignition contours for various
values of aB*/q* for neo-Alcator and Kaye-Goldston (L-,
H-mode) scalings in three different geometries (as
defined in the text and shown in the figure).
0 * 0Crit

 contours corresponding to each geometry are
superimposed.

MAIHMJH IGNITION HAKClN MlllMUU IGNITION

Fig. 4. Maximum attainable ignition margin vs ^q*
for (a) ohmic-like and (b) ohmic + auxiliary scalings.

are summarized in Table 1.
grouped as

In principle these can be

1. devices with aB^/q* - 20 and

2. devices with aB|/q* ~ 30-32.

Although designs are evolving and parameters are
changing, examples from these two groups are used for
purposes of illustration.

For a typical range of aspect ratios (A - 2.5-3.0)
and q^ - 2.6, the range of device parameters
corresponding to aBQ/qA - 20-35 is plotted in Fig. 5.
The corresponding plasma current I is -7-10 HA for a
standard (I) tokamak, -9-13 MA for elongated (II)



Table 1. Typical parametersa>b'c

R0(m)
a(m)

A = R0/a

K (-)

« <-)
B0(T)

I(HA)

% <-)

IGNIT0R-Aa

1.01

0.39

2.6

1.67

0.25

12.6

10.0

2.6

PPPL-ISPb

(0424)

1.62

0.53

3.0

1.6

0.4

9.0

8.0

2.6

MIT-LITEC

1.76

0.55

3.2

1.6

0.3

8.6

7.0

2.6

a,b,c,At p r e s e n t tne following variations are also

b-ing considered.
alarg<;i RQ; lower BQ; sinilar A, K.
bhig"iir BQ, I, K; similar A.
clugher BQ but smaller RQ I, and K; larger A.

Fig. 5. Range or device parameters (B , R , a)
corresponding to aB0/q* - 20-35 for A - 2.5-3.D and

For most
aB0 - 4.5-5.0

tokamak, and -12-17 HA in geometry III
parameters, the range o£ interest is
(Fig. 5).

Standard parameters and geometry (I) assumed for
the contour plots in Figs. 2 and 3 are representative
(uithin 10-15X) of the ignition experiments listed in
Table 1; thus, any results given are directly
applicable.

4.1 Devices with aBQ/q* ~ 20

This class of devices is representative of early
versions of HIT-LITE16 and PPPL-ISP.15 Steady-state
auxiliary power contours and critical beta contours
showing ignition (and OH equilibrium), relative size of
heating and operating windows, and optimal density path
are plotted in Fig. 6 for ohmic-like scalings and in
Fig. 7 for ohmic * auxiliary scalings, both of which
are calculated analytically. In a standard (I) tokanak
geometry (K - 1.6-1.7), although ignition appears
possible with a reasonable margin (requiring Paux -

5-10 MV of steady-state absorbed power) for
neo-Alcator-like ohmic scalings (Fig. 6a,b), ignition
is not accessible (even in the absence of beta and
density limits) for an L-mode Kaye-Goldston scaling
(Fig. 7a). Figure 7a also shows Q-contours, where
0 ' pfus/<pauX

 + P0H> " Pfus/Paux- t h a t indicate a
reasonable operating window for Q > 5(<10) requiring
raux - 2 5 HW" T h e possibility of an H-mode operation
and/or plasma shaping (Fig. 7b) appears to alleviate
the problem somewhat. The resulting operating vindov
in this case is finite but small.

HIV-'"'"1

, 1 / 4-JS05 i

, I ! ,' I . ! : . , , I

Fig. 6. Steady-state auxiliary power contours and
critical beta contours for classes of devices with
aBg/q* = 20 for ohmic-like scalings.

I "
o

i '

I I

•4.

/•»••' .-J

ivERfttE l£MP£"»tu«f :

Fig. 7. Same as Fig. 6 except the confinement model is
ohmic + auxiliary scaling (neo-Alcator and Kaye-
Goldston) for L- and H-modes in different geometries.
Q - pfus^(paux + p0H^ contours are superimposed (a).

POPCON plots (1-1/2-D results) for auxiliary
power, Q, and critical beta are given in Fig. 8 both
for (a) ohaic and (b) L-mode scalings. Comparison of
results (analytic vs 1-1/2-0) from Figs. 8a and 6a and
Bb and 7a indicates similar characteristics and shows a
reasonable agreement. Contours of the total fusion
power output and the average toroidal and poloidal beta
are shown in Fig. 9.

4.2 Devices with aB£/q* - 32

This class of devices is representative of
Ignitor-A.14 Steady-state auxiliary power contours,
similar to those in Figs. 6-7, are given in
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Fig. 8. Steady-state FOFCON plots shoving auxiliary
power (Paux) and Q contours for a typical ignition

device with aB*/q* - 20 (PPPL-ISP device parameters
given in Table 1 are used), n « n M ] | (-3.9 x 10

20 m~3)

and 0 • ^crit <~5Z> a r e shown. Confinement nodels
(a) ohraic (neo-Alcator) scaling and (b) generalized
neo-Alcator and Kaye-Goldston scaling (L-mode). The
fluctuations in the P,ux contours reflect the effects
of discrete sawtooth activity even though some
smoothing of the data has been done.
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Fig. 9. POPCON plots for aB'q* - 20 (PPPL) showing
(a) steady-state thermal fusion power contours and
(b) toroidal and poloidal beta contours (including
fast-alpha pressure). (For stability, <&.> <

e c r i t - 5 * 0

Figs. 10-11. POPCON plots similar to those in
Figs. 8-9 are given in Figs. 12-13. For this class of
devices, ignition appears possible with some margin,
even in the case of an L-mode scaling in a standard
geometry (requiring Paux - 10-12 HU).

5. Conclusion

The results from both 0-0 (analytic) and 1-1/2-0
models indicate that there are classes of devices that
appear ignitable with a finite operating window even
under modestly conservative confinement scaling
assumptions (such as L-mode of Kaye-Goldston). One
such class consists of devices with aBQ/q* - 25-30,

K - 1.8-2.0, S - 0.2, q,,, - 2.6, and A - 2.5-3.0, which
offers a compromise between the examples considered in
Sect. 4. From a purely physics point of view, a
plausible set of device parameters may be a - 0.5 m,
R ~ 1.4 m, B - 10-11 T, and I - 10-11 HA. Detailed
physics (burn dynamics, startup, volt-second require-
ments, HHD and sawtooth activities, etc.) and
engineering design considerations will lead to further
refinement of these parameters.
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Fig.
with

10. Same as Fig. 6, except for classes of devices
- 32.

Fig. 11. Same as Fig. 7, except for classes of devices
with aB*/q4 - 32.
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Appendix: Giobal Power Balance Equation1

assuming profiles of
X » n, T, J, with

the form
o^ - 0.5,

For simplicity,
X . X0(l - p'/a

2)"*, ^
op - 1.0, and a, • 3aj./2 - 1.5, and taking Z e f f - 1.5
(with Z - 8 and n,/ne - 0.05), the expressions for
various powers (in HU/m3) in Eq. (8) are as follows:

con

(1

ZK
(A-4)

where fnT « (nj/ne)(T^/Te) - 0.9-1.0, K^ = K
2 (1 + 2S2),

Y N C is the average (averaged over the temperature
profile) neoclassical resistivity enhancement factor
<Yf)C » 2.5 ± 0.3 for A » R0/a a 3.0 + 0.5), s = 3 (2)
for 4 < T < 10 keV (10 < T < 20 keV), and gl and g2 are
form factors determined from the profiles and the
radius at which the temperature gradients are
evaluated. (For the assumed profiles, taking gradients
at p/a - 0.7-0.8, gx - 1-1.3 and g? - 0.8-1.1.) For the
auxiliary power, radio-frequency-like heating with a
Gaussian heating profile is assumed.

Using Eqs. (A-l)-(A-4) in Eq. (9) and defining a
normalized density m - n R q*/(1.5 B Q ) , the steady-

state
P~ + I

power
OH * paux

62 0

balance equation (F •
» 0) may be written as

"pcon " Prad

-fcon(m,T) -

vhere

- 0 ,

(A-5)

con

a B * 5 .

a * 0.

« 0.

7 x 10"2

5 ( f n T / 0 .

to

54m'T10

( Z e f f / 1

9)2 ,

lne:oa

(1 * fnT)

.5) ,

f X l

'<ne2 0TE> •

)
fi * 4]
I 2K* J

(A-6)

(A-7a)

(A-7b)

a 0 H = 2 x 10-
3(q?,/qo)(YNC/2.5)(Zeff/1.5)[':i

"aux
(Paux/2l.

i)(Roqvt/alC)/(aB?(/qJ .

(A-7c)

(A-7d)

[Note that q*(a)/q(0) - q*/qo « 1 + <Xj = 1 + 30^/2.]
In steady state (F > 0), the ignition condition is

pcon + prad " P<x + p0H* At low e n o u S " temperatures,
this condition can also be satisfied, corresponding to
ohmic (OH) equilibrium.

Thermal runaway is defined by F « 3F/3T -
3Paux/3T - 0, which is satisfied at T » T*, vhere
P a u x • Paux(max) along a line of constant density.

The optimal path to ignition (saddle point) is
determined from F » 3F/3T - 3F/3n - 0, which is
satisfied at (n*,T*) vhere Paux(max) is minimum. If
Paux * ̂ ' tnis gives the optimal condition for ohmic
ignition (F - P a u x » 3F/3T « 3F/3n - 0). For an energy
confinement time of the form Tg - nxT^, the optimal
path (saddle point) can be determined from

t(l • x)/2]P

[(1 - x)/2)P

con * paux * p0H '

con *• Po " prad '

2 s Pa " 3P0H " prad

(A-8)

If P a u x - 0, Eq. (A-8) gives the minimum condition for
ohmic ignition. For example, considering T £ e -
T N A ( X » l,y » 0) and T E i - TiCH(x = -l,y - 1/2) ve have

(for s - 3) Pn prad pe " °-6paux p0H +

0.4P „ at the saddle point, from which the minimum
paux can be calculated. {The OH ignition condition for
this case is P. prad
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